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Fast, scalable master equation solution algorithms. III. Direct time
propagation accelerated by a diffusion approximation preconditioned
iterative solver

Terry J. Frankcombea) and Sean C. Smithb)

Centre for Computational Molecular Science, Chemistry Building 68, University of Queensland,
Brisbane, 4072, Australia

~Received 17 April 2003; accepted 30 September 2003!

In this paper we propose a novel fast and linearly scalable method for solving master equations
arising in the context of gas-phase reactive systems, based on an existent stiff ordinary differential
equation integrator. The required solution of a linear system involving the Jacobian matrix is
achieved using the GMRES iteration preconditioned using the diffusion approximation to the master
equation. In this way we avoid the cubic scaling of traditional master equation solution methods and
maintain the low temperature robustness of numerical integration. The method is tested using a
master equation modelling the formation of propargyl from the reaction of singlet methylene with
acetylene, proceeding through long lived isomerizing intermediates. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1628213#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The master equation~ME! formulation for solving gas-
phase chemical kinetics problems is well known and co
monly employed.1–5 While the smallest eigenvalue of th
energy grained ME matrix is often all that is required
simpler applications, the transient behavior of the syst
commonly becomes the primary focus in more complex
plications. Determining the transient behavior requires
more information than just the smallest eigenvalue and c
responding eigenvector~which only describe the long time
behavior!, usually with a disproportionate increase in t
amount of computational effort required. Determining tra
sient behavior is particularly important in multi-well system
describing isomerization between a number of isome
which are increasingly being modeled with ME methods.6–13

The matrices arising from multi-well MEs are signifi
cantly larger than unimolecular ME matrices. The rank of
matrix increases approximately linearly with the number
isomers being modelled, leading to very large matrices
model moderately sized systems. Large matrices also aris
more accurate treatment of unimolecular reactions. A tw
dimensional~2-D! ME, resolved in both energy and angul
momentum, yields similar information to its smaller on
dimensional~1-D! counterpart in terms of both macroscop
rate constants and time dependent population distributi
2-D MEs incorporate the effect of angular momentum co
servation which is neglected by 1-D ME descriptions a
which is important for certain classes of reactions.14–19

While the discretization in energy of a 1-D unimolecular M
is typically of the order of hundreds of energy grains~less
than a thousand!, multi-well MEs resolved in energy only ar
discretized with hundreds of energy grains within each s
cies, or well. Similarly, 2-D MEs are discretized with hu

a!Electronic mail: T.Frankcombe@chemistry.uq.edu.au
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dreds of energy grains within each rotational level. One c
easily construct a 2-D or multi-well ME discretised over te
of thousands of points. The potential also exists to const
2-D multi-well MEs, with a corresponding further increase
the size of the discretization.

Increasing the size of the discretization~and hence the
ME matrix! significantly increases the computational effo
and amount of computer time required to solve the ME. E
actly how the amount of computational effort increases w
the size of the ME matrix is embodied in the scalability
the solution method. A method that scales well is vital f
solving large multi-well or 2-D problems. Throughout th
work, we use the termscalable methodloosely to mean a
method that scales significantly better than the cubic sca
of traditional ME solution methods. While scaling with th
square of the size of the system/discretization falls into t
loose categorization, we aim for global linear scaling. S
cifically, we consider the matrix-vector product with its lin
ear dependence on the number of isomers being modeled
at worst quadratic dependence on the number of ene
grains to be a scalable operation.

Few scalable methods exist for solving kinetic ME
While weighted subspace projection techniques have sh
some promise,20 the first paper in this series presented one
the few successful scalable methods by generalizing the
known and highly successful Nesbet method.21 However this
method, denoted the HONE method, has the deficiency
some high quality initial data must be available. Specifica
the eigenvalues and the relatively large magnitude elem
of the eigenvectors must be known. In that regard multi-w
systems are particularly problematic as there may be m
tiple numerically difficult small eigenvalues.

At least three different approaches to solving the ME
time dependent population distributions are commonly us
none of which offer a general scalable method. The m
common methods are spectral methods, based on findin
9 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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eigendecomposition of the ME matrix. Full spectral deco
position of the ME matrix by direct methods are not scalab
with the computational effort increasing with the third pow
of the size of the matrix.@This is denoted as being anO(n3)
method, wheren represents the size of the matrix. For mo
details of this ‘‘Big-O’’ notation, see the Appendix.# The dis-
cretized ME is an ordinary differential equation~ODE! that
can be integrated from time zero to timet by Monte Carlo
methods.22–26 This approach appears to be good at simu
ing very complex dynamics, but can be slow to conver
Apart from Monte Carlo integration, an initial population ca
be integrated by direct time propagation using a stiff OD
integrator. It has long been recognized that directly integ
ing the ODE is not subject to the numerical difficulties th
plague spectral methods at low temperatures
pressures.27–30 However, stiff integrators require repeate
linear system solves, which also scale atO(n3) when per-
formed using a standard factorization. The preceding sec
paper of this series surveyed and directly compared som
these nonscalable methods, highlighting the fastest and m
robust.31

Rather than develop an entirely new methodology,
this work we aim to adapt and combine existing techniq
to yield a fast and scalable method. A key component of
approach is the utilization of the diffusion approximation
the ME.32 While using the diffusion model to approxima
the full ME has shown promise6,7,16,32–35it has not previ-
ously been used to facilitate the fast and accurate solutio
the full, dense ME.

As one would expect, the matrix derived from the diff
sion approximation to the full ME is an approximation to t
matrix derived from the full ME. While one could conside
this approximation from the point of view of the individua
elements of the matrices, it is more useful to consider
action of the matrix. That is, ifB is the full ME matrix,D is
the diffusion approximation ME matrix andv is some vector,
D is an approximation toB in the sense that

Dv'Bv. ~1!

Similarly, the inverseD21 is an approximation toB21. The
value in using the diffusion approximation to the full M
comes from the fact that bothDv and D21v can be calcu-
lated much faster thanBv andB21v, and with much better
scaling as the size of the discretization of the ME increas

Generally speaking, there are two subtly different a
proaches to using such an approximation to speed up
solution of a problem. One method is to solve exactly
problem that arises after the approximation has been app
then build the solution to the original, harder problem fro
the solution to the approximate problem. The other appro
to using an available approximation to solve a problem
actly come under the general heading of ‘‘preconditionin
The philosophy behind preconditioning is simple: use
available approximation to transform a problem that is h
to solve into a problem that is easier to solve.

In this work we utilize the diffusion approximation t
speed the solution of the full ME both directly and as
preconditioner for the full problem. Unlike previous applic
tions of the diffusion approximation to the ME, even wh
Downloaded 09 Mar 2010 to 150.203.243.38. Redistribution subject to AI
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the diffusion approximation matrix is being used directly t
problem ultimately being solved is the full ME, not the di
fusion approximation to the ME. The diffusion approxim
tion matrix is a very good candidate for applying as a p
conditioner: the approximation is quite good, yet t
numerical effort required to perform operations such as
version is much lower than for the full ME matrix. As
preconditioner the diffusion approximation is used sel
tively. Rather than precondition the whole problem—the s
lution of the ME—we focus on a specific bottleneck in
well-known solution method and use the diffusion appro
mation to precondition that step. Without the preconditioni
the problematic step~in this case a linear system solve! is not
able to be solved in a fast and efficient manner.

To test the new methods developed here, we model
reaction between singlet methylene and acetylene. This r
tion is believed to be an important source of propargyl ra
cals (C3H3) in flames.36,37 The formation of propargyl is
believed to be a significant step in the formation of simp
aromatic hydrocarbons and thus polycyclic aromatic hyd
carbons and soot.36–43 The major route to propargyl pro
posed by Miller and Melius36 involves the insertion of sin-
glet methylene into acetylene to form C3H4, which
isomerizes before decomposing to propargyl. The rate c
stant for the reaction of singlet methylene with acetylene
form C3H4 and eventually propargyl has been measured
perimentally by several different methods over the past
years. A good summary is given by Blitzet al.44 While it
appears that a single time-independent bimolecular rate
stant is appropriate for the disappearance of1CH2 under
pulsed conditions, the behavior of the remainder of the s
tem is not yet well established. The modeling of the1CH2

1C2H2 system in this work is similar to that used in prev
ous ME studies.6,7,44However, in this work a better treatmen
of the propargyl formation step is used.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next s
tion we review the ME generally, including an overview
the diffusion approximation. In Sec. III we develop the tw
variants of the new method, replacing the linear system so
in a stiff integration algorithm. In Sec. IV we summarize th
results of the modeling of the1CH21C2H2 system. The new
methods are evaluated in terms of their speed in Sec
while in Sec. VI we sum up. A brief analysis of the scalab
ity of some selected operations involving multi-well ME m
trices is included as an Appendix.

II. REVIEW OF THE MASTER EQUATION

The ME is well known and described in deta
elsewhere,1–5,7,8so only some details pertinent to the curre
case shall be pointed out here. The energy grained multi-w
ME discretized over a set of energy grainspi ~with each
isomer described by a subset of then grains pi) can be
written as a series of equations of the form

dpi

dt
5v dE(

j
Pi j pj2vpi2pi(

r
ki

(L,r )1(
r

ki
(G,r )pi ri

,

~2!
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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wherev is the collision frequency,dE is the energy grain
size andPi j describes the collisional energy transfer with
each species. The sum overj is over all energy grains be
longing to the same species as graini while the sums overr
are over all reactive channels. Theki

(L,r ) and ki
(G,r ) are mi-

croscopic rate constants for the interconversion reactio
with ki

(L,r ) describing the rate of loss of population fro
grain i andki

(G,r ) describing the rate of gain of population
grain i from graini ri . The indexing functioni ri is dependent
on both the reaction indexr and the destination grain inde
i . This represents the fact that a reactive channel with en
grain pi as the product comes from a specific energy gr
within one of the other isomers. While generallyi r ,i 115 i ri

11, the i ri values for different reactive channels~different
values ofr ) depend on the reaction scheme being mode
Clearly ki

(L,r ) andki
(G,r ) are related by detailed balance. F

notational simplicity the explicit time dependence ofpi has
not been shown.

Bimolecular reactions are easily incorporated if they
modeled under pseudo-first-order conditions~which makes
the reaction linear inpi).

13 The first two terms on the right o
Eq. ~2! do not apply in the bimolecular case if the reacta
not in excess is assumed to maintain its equilibrium distri
tion, which is a reasonable assumption. Theki

(L,r ) andki
(G,r )

terms for reactions from bimolecular states are then form
by the microscopic rate constant for the reaction multipl
by the total population of the bimolecular species assume
be in excess and the normalized Boltzmann population of
reactant not in excess. As usual, detailed balance can b
voked to determine the rate constants for the reverse r
tion.

Equation ~2! can be written as a simple matrix ODE
thus

dp

dt
5Ap, ~3!

whereA is an n3n matrix if there aren energy grains in
total.

Particularly when employing spectral solution metho
the efficiency and stability of the solution can be improv
by symmetrizing the matrix before solving the ME~though
the symmetric form of the ME is not automatically the be
choice20,21!. If f is the vector describing the Boltzmann pop
lation of the system~with the same ordering as the vectorp!,
then the transformation

r5Sp, B5SAS21, ~4!

giving the ODE

dr

dt
5Br, ~5!

yields a symmetric matrixB5BT if the diagonal matrixS is
given by

Sii 5 f i
21/2. ~6!

When the symmetrized ME of Eq.~5! is solved it yields
transformed populationsr(t), which are transformed back t
the real, observable population distributions via
Downloaded 09 Mar 2010 to 150.203.243.38. Redistribution subject to AI
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p~ t !5S21r~ t !. ~7!

In this work the symmetrized representation of the matrix
used, though working in the original representation ofA and
p(t) should have little impact on the direct integration ca
culation.

The first term on the right of Eq.~2! describes collisional
energy transfer~CET! within each isomer and manifests i
self within the ME matrix as a dense block. Invoking th
diffusion approximation describes CET as derivatives of p
ticular energy dependent functions. Using finite differenc
to approximate the derivatives gives CET modeled by
purely local process,

(
j

Pi j pj'aipi 211bipi1cipi 11 , ~8!

where the constantsai , bi andci depend on the particular
of the diffusion approximation and finite difference schem
used. Green, Robertson and Pilling32 concluded that of the
various diffusion approximation formulations availabl
drift-determined diffusion gave the best results for unim
lecular MEs. Substituting Eq.~8! into Eq.~2! yields tridiago-
nal blocks replacing the dense blocks in the ME matrix. T
well defined sparse structure of the diffusion approximat
matrix allows bothDv and D21v to be calculated very
quickly. Both of these operations scale approximately l
early with the size of the system being modelled, as deta
in the Appendix. While solving the diffusion version of th
ME is clearly an approximation to the solution of the fu
ME, this approximation has proved useful.6,7,16,32–35

One of the keys to the scalability of the methods p
sented in the current work is the inversion of the diffusi
approximation matrix. As described elsewhere,6,7 rearranging
the ordering of the energy grains within the state spacep to
bring grains of the same energy together results in a ban
matrix with the bandwidth equal to the number of isome
being modeled,p. A banded matrix of this type can be fac
torized with computational effort scaling atO(np2), a vast
improvement over theO(n3) standard solve as usuallyp
!n. The increased well-structured sparsity of the matrix a
leads to a significant reduction in the memory needed
store the matrix, with the required storage scaling atO(np).

Including linearized bimolecular reactions changes
banded matrix arising from the diffusion approximation to
banded ‘‘arrowhead’’ matrix, with nonzero rows and co
umns added to the bottom and right of the banded mat
Critically the factorization of such an arrowhead matrix do
not lead to fill-in outside of the arrowhead structure so t
bimolecular channels do not alter the basic scaling of solv
linear systems involving the diffusion approximation ME.6,7

It should be pointed out that bimolecular reactions un
second-order conditions can be modeled with a ME, but
is complicated considerably by the fact that the ODE is
longer linear. Equation~3! changes form to become

dp

dt
5Ap1(

r
pi r

pj r
kr , ~9!

where now the matrixA describes the linear~first-order! re-
actions with zero rows and columns corresponding to
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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species involved in the bimolecular reaction. The new te
on the right describes the bimolecular reactions, indexed
r , to and from the energy grained unimolecular species
the bimolecular species described by the population elem
pi r

and pj r
with the appropriate rate constants given by t

vectorskr . Including bimolecular channels in this fashion
not commonly done for MEs incorporating collisional pr
cesses, primarily because a linear equation is required by
dominant solution method of spectral decomposition. Dir
time integration can easily incorporate such bimolecular
actions and has regularly been used for sophisticated bu
sentially pressure independent modeling incorporating s
reactions.45–47 This remains an open area of investigati
and the current work models bimolecular reactions un
pseudo-first-order conditions only.

III. DEVELOPING THE SOLUTION METHOD

A. Direct time propagation with a stiff ODE integrator

The solution to the first-order linear ODE of Eq.~5! is
given by explicit integration in time:

r~ t !5r~0!1E
0

t dr~t!

dt
dt5r~0!1E

0

t

Br~t!dt. ~10!

This expression fully specifiesr(t) once one setsr~0!.
While spectral methods expand the propagation operato
the eigenbasis of the ME matrix, in this work we apply E
~10! directly to propagate a pre-specifiedr~0!.

Numerical integration of this type has proved to be
sensitive to the catastrophic cancellation that plagues spe
solutions of MEs at low temperatures and pressures,27–31

making it a very robust approach. Integration with a ‘‘no
stiff’’ integration algorithm requires only the matrix-vecto
product onto an arbitrary vector, making nonstiff integrati
an approach that scales reasonably well with the size of
ME matrix. However, successful integration requires an
tegration algorithm designed for ‘‘stiff’’ problems. Nonsti
integration algorithms must maintain a small step size in
numerical integration to maintain accuracy. Exploratio
within this work indicate that step sizes of the order of 10210

seconds or smaller are required to maintain a reason
level of accuracy. Hence to integrate an initial populati
distribution to chemically relevant times requires a hu
number of integration steps, with each step requiring o
matrix-vector product to be formed. This makes the amo
of computational effort required huge and the method
practical even for relatively small MEs. In terms of scalab
ity, this situation is referred to as being a method with
extremely large ‘‘prefactor’’@the prefactor is the constantC
in Eq. ~A1! of the Appendix#, despite the near linear scalin

Stiff ODE integrators, on the other hand, use less der
tive information and more recent history to allow the int
gration step size to grow with the timescales over which o
is integrating, while maintaining accuracy over widely var
ing behavior. In this work we use theLSODA integrator from
the ODEPACK package.48 LSODA is notable for its ability to
automatically switch between stiff and nonstiff integratio
Downloaded 09 Mar 2010 to 150.203.243.38. Redistribution subject to AI
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as appropriate.49 The stiff integrator implemented within
LSODA uses a ‘‘predictor–corrector’’ algorithm capable of in
tegrating virtually any ODE of the form

dy

dt
5F~y,t !. ~11!

As the integration proceeds fromt5t0 ~in our caset50), the
prediction part of the predictor–corrector algorithm com
from fitting a polynomial through recent points in the int
gration, each corresponding to a previous discrete value ot.
From the polynomial fit a predictionỹ can be made, an ap
proximation to the desiredy(tm) at the next point in the
integration. This prediction is corrected by solving foru the
nonlinear system

G~u!5u2 ỹ2gFF~u,tm!2
dỹ

dt G50, ~12!

whereg is a constant calculated by the integrator and rela
to the current integration step size. The origin of this nonl
ear system is somewhat beyond the scope of this paper.
fice it to say, it is derived by considering additional polyn
mial fits to the solutiony(t).50,51 The solution gives the
desired corrected integrated population,y(tm)5u.

A form of Newton’s method is used to solve Eq.~12!.
The application of Newton’s method requires

S dG

duTD 21

5~ I 2gJ!21, ~13!

whereJ is the Jacobian matrix,

Ji j 5
dFi

duj
. ~14!

In the current linear first-order ODE case of the ME, Eq.~5!,
the Jacobian matrix is the symmetrized ME coefficient m
trix, J5B. So the potentially significantly longer step siz
of the stiff integration algorithm come at the cost of ma
repeated solves of the linear system of equations,

~ I 2gB!z5b, ~15!

for arbitraryb and periodically changingg.
Equation~15! is central to this paper. The solution of E

~15! is where traditional stiff integration routines lose spe
and scalability. It is usually solved by direct factorization
I 2gB; then triangular system solves forz. While finding the
solution for anyb from the factorized matrix is anO(n2)
operation, the matrix factorization isO(n3) and needs to be
recomputed essentially every integration step. Additiona
the factorization requires the explicit formation and stora
of the O(n2) elements of the full matrix.

In this work we take two approaches to converting t
robust direct time propagation by a stiff ODE integrator in
a fast and scalable method. Both use the diffusion appr
mation to the ME to replace the bottleneck of the dire
factorization ofI 2gB with a fast and scalable alternative.

B. Mixed propagation

The Newton’s method algorithm used inLSODA is
known to be tolerant of using only an approximate soluti
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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to Eq. ~15!. The simplest use of the diffusion approximatio
matrix to replace the nonscalable solution of Eq.~15! via
direct factorization ofI 2gB with a scalable alternative is t
replace Eq.~15! itself with the diffusion approximation ver
sion:

~ I 2gD !z5b. ~16!

For any givenb the solution to Eq.~16! is then an approxi-
mation to the solution of Eq.~15!. Equation ~16! can be
solved in a fast and scalable manner via direct Cholesky
LU factorization after permuting the matrixI 2gD to
banded arrowhead form.

This approach is denoted ‘‘mixed propagation’’ as t
diffusion approximation solution is used explicitly, alon
with the full ME matrix for the matrix-vector products re
quired by the integration algorithm. Note that despite
explicit use of the diffusion approximation matrix, the OD
being solved by the integrator is still the ODE correspond
to the full ME, Eq.~5!. Newton’s method is still applied to
the original correction equation, Eq.~12!. One would expect
that using an approximation to the system Jacobian in
way would have a detrimental effect on the performance
the Newton’s method algorithm, an expectation that is bo
out in the results presented in Sec. IV.

Two subtly different ways to utilize an available a
proximation while still solving the original problem wer
discussed in the Introduction. The mixed propagation sche
can be considered as being of the first type: solving the
proximate system exactly, then building the solution to
original problem from that solution.

C. Iterative inversion of IÀgB

While the Newton’s method algorithm may in general
tolerant of using an approximate Jacobian, it is by no me
guaranteed to converge with any particular approximati
Nor is the speed of the inversion ofI 2gD necessarily going
to make up for the potential slower convergence of Newto
method to the desired root ofG~u!. An alternative to replac-
ing the inversion ofI 2gB with the easily invertedI 2gD is
to use an iterative method to solve Eq.~15!. Generally itera-
tive solution methods require little more than the matr
vector product, giving them similar scaling. In this case
matrix-vector product involving the full ME matrix scale
well: approximately linearly with the number of isomers b
ing modeled. In this work we use the GMRES method,52,53

as implemented in the Sparse Linear Algebra Package~SLAP!
of SLATEC.54

In its pure form the GMRES algorithm requires only th
matrix-vector product and some relatively minor operatio
to build and solve the system in a small Krylov subspace
ME solution methodology can then be implemented as c
to first construct the ME matrix~using whatever storag
scheme or decompositions are required to fit the matrix
the available memory and give a fast matrix-vector multip
routine! before calling theLSODA integrator~which in turn
calls the specialized matrix-vector product routine!. When
the Newton’s method part of theLSODA routine requires the
solution to Eq.~15! the GMRES routine is called, again u
ing the matrix-vector product specific to the implementat
Downloaded 09 Mar 2010 to 150.203.243.38. Redistribution subject to AI
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of the ME matrix. As the size of the ME being solve
changes, the scaling of such a scheme is dominated by
scaling of the specific matrix-vector product routine, or a
proximately linearly with the number of isomers being mo
eled.

When an easily inverted approximation is available, it
standard practice to use that approximation to precondi
the iterative solution~the second type of use of an availab
approximation discussed in the Introduction!.52 To precondi-
tion a linear system solve of the form ofAz5b one wants a
preconditioning matrixM that is an approximation toA so
that

M 21A'I . ~17!

In terms of developing a solution methodology, such a p
conditioning matrix is utilized by premultiplying the syste
to be solved byM 21:

M 21Az5M 21b5b8, ~18!

so that the iterative method is applied toM 21A with a suit-
ably transformed right hand side. It is well known that t
speed of convergence of the GMRES method is closely
lated to the spread of the eigenvalues of the matrix be
inverted. Thus the move from applying GMRES toA with a
large spread of eigenvalues toM 21A with much more tightly
clustered eigenvalues@by virtue of choosingM so that Eq.
~17! applies# should greatly speed the convergence of
solution of the linear system. While the actual speedup of
GMRES convergence depends on a number of factors,
most important is how good an approximation is Eq.~17!.
That is, how good an approximation toA is M . If the avail-
able approximation is not easy to invert then it is n
useful—formingM 21 must be significantly faster than form
ing A21, as the latter is the problem we are trying to solv
Practical GMRES implementations require one matrix-vec
product withA and one system solve withM per GMRES
iteration.

In the current case an easily inverted approximation
readily available in the banded arrowhead matrix deriv
from the diffusion approximation.D is a sparse approxima
tion to B, so that

~ I 2gD !21~ I 2gB!'I , ~19!

to give an appropriate preconditioning matrix asI 2gD.
Specifically, the preconditioned GMRES method requires
solution of Eq.~16!, in this case to aid the solution of Eq
~15! rather than replace it. Again, the matrixI 2gD must be
factorized at most once per integration step, wheng changes.

IV. RESULTS FOR THE 1CH2¿C2H2 REACTION

A. The model

In previous work7,8,31 we have modeled the propargy
formation reaction using various multi-well ME method
The model used proceeds through a multi-well collisi
complex:

1CH21C2H2
C3H4→C3H31H. ~20!

The C3H4 species exists as three interconverting isomers
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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propyne
cyclopropene
allene. ~21!

The 1CH21C2H2 reaction produces the cyclopropene is
mer, which must isomerize to allene or propyne before ir
versibly decomposing to the propargyl product. This react
scheme is summarized in Fig. 1.

The reaction scheme represented in Fig. 1 is differen
that modeled in the work reported in Refs. 7 and 8. In
earlier work the propargyl formation was assumed to oc
by dissociation of the propyne isomer only, as described
Blitz et al.44 As rate data was not available for this reactio
the rate of the recombination reaction to form propyne w
taken to be the same as for the C3H51H reaction, deter-
mined by Hanning-Lee and Pilling55 and assumed to be in
dependent of temperature. Inverse Laplace transf
techniques56 were used to derive microscopic rate consta
for the dissociation reaction from the temperature indep
dent rate constant for the recombination reaction.

The current model treats formation of propargyl fro
both allene and propyne, with microscopic rate consta
based on the inverse Laplace transform of the rate exp
sions of Harding and Klippenstein.57 Harding and Klippen-
stein performed detailed quantum chemistry and Transi
State Theory calculations on the C3H31H reaction and gave
rate constant expressions for both the allene and prop
product channels, as well as the total rate of reaction to fo
C3H4 .

An energy grain size of 200 cm21 was used throughout
giving a matrix of order 714. The collision frequency w
taken as the Lennard-Jones value. The rotational cons
and vibrational frequencies were taken from Karniet al.58

The 1CH21C2H2 microscopic rate constants were deriv
from the data of Blitzet al.44 In all cases the initial popula
tion represented the dissociated state of singlet methy
with no C3H4 present. Under all of the conditions tested
this work ~300–2000 K and 1–1000 Torr! the population
profiles of the five species involved can readily be calcula
by other means, as demonstrated in Paper II.31

While the methylene plus acetylene channel was
earised and treated reversibly under pseudo-first-order
ditions, our previous work shows that at low temperatu
treating the propargyl formation reaction in a similar mann
significantly alters the dynamics through reformation

FIG. 1. Schematic reaction scheme for the modeled1CH21C2H2 reaction.
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C3H4 .8 Explicitly including the products of irreversible re
actions prevents the symmetrization of the ME matrix a
excludes spectral approaches to solving the ME.7 While the
symmetrization of the ME matrix is not essential to the in
gration methods used in this work, in this case the ma
was symmetrized and the propargyl population was not
cluded in the modeled state space to be consistent with
previous work on this system. The propargyl population w
calculated by consideration of the conservation of total po
lation.

B. General behavior

With the exception of the GMRES solution of Eq.~15!
without preconditioning, all variants of theLSODA integra-
tion produced essentially identical results for the populat
distribution as a function of time. That is, solving Eq.~15!
with a preconditioned GMRES iteration or substituting E
~16! for Eq. ~15! yielded the same accurate propagation
sults as directly invertingI 2gB using a dense factorization
In all calculations performed in this work the integratio
tolerance parameters were set to maintain a relative erro
1022 or less in the population elements being integrated
long as the population element was greater than 10230.
These parameters were found to be optimal in the work
ported in Paper II.31

The general behavior of the system has been descr
previously.7,8,44 The changes to the model used in this wo
does not have a significant effect on the population profi
as a function of time, as discussed below. A representa
example of these profiles is shown in Fig. 2.

The populations are shown in more detail in Fig. 3. T
plots in Fig. 3 show the population distributions of a partic
lar C3H4 isomer as a function of time, as a density plot.
these plots the darker the shading, the higher the popula
distribution density being represented, with a display thre
old of 10220 ~so that population densities of 10220 or less
appear white! and the depth of shading increasing with t
logarithm of the population density. At the left of the plots~at
short times! the population of the relevant isomer is com
posed entirely of highly energized population, with virtual
no population below the 462.7 kJ/mol of the entrance ch
nel ~the 192nd energy grain!. This is the nascent populatio
produced by the1CH21C2H2 reaction in the cyclopropene
case, and the allene and propyne that has quickly isomer

FIG. 2. Total population profiles for the five species involved in the1CH2

1C2H2 reaction at 1200 K and 1000 Torr.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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from it. As time passes~moving from the left edge of the
plot!, more and more energized C3H4 is created. At the ex-
treme right of the plot, the distributions are near therm
equilibrium within each of the isomers. Slow depletion of t
C3H4 population~the thermally controlled production of pro
pargyl from the C3H4 isomers! is evident in the plots of Fig.
3 as well as the plots of Fig. 2, as the magnitudes of
populations slowly reduce while staying near thermal eq
librium. The regions from around 1029 s to 1023 s represent
the relaxation of the highly energized C3H4 population to-
ward thermal equilibrium. It is in this region that the com
petition between the reactive product channel and collisio
stabilization is most active.

The four processes identified in Ref. 8 as occurring
this system are readily identifiable from the plots in Fig.

FIG. 3. Population distributions as a density plot as a function of time
the C3H4 intermediates at 1200 K and 1000 Torr. Darker shading indica
higher population in the distribution. Population density threshold 10220.
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~1! The formation of the intermediate isomers at high e
ergy, isomerization and further reaction to product cha
nels is evident in the upper part of the three plots, as
energized population grows as cyclopropene, spread
other isomers and decays.

~2! As noted above, the relaxation to thermal equilibrium
the energized intermediates through CET is clearly in
cated by the population distributions moving to signi
cant population density at medium and low energies
time progresses.

~3! The relaxation toward thermodynamic equilibriu
amongst the isomers can be identified from the reduc
in thermalized cyclopropene around 1024 s, before a pe-
riod of stability. The corresponding growth of allene an
propyne is masked by the larger effect of ongoing co
sional stabilization.

~4! The onset of the long time slow decay of population
the intermediates is visible on the right of the three plo

These four processes are likely to be quite general
similar systems of chemically activated reactions proceed
through a multi-well ‘‘collision complex.’’

As the temperature and pressure are varied, the s
behaviors can be identified with variations in strength a
extent. Examples are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, which show
population distributions as a function of time for the alle
isomer at a reduced pressure and an elevated tempera
respectively. In the reduced pressure case of Fig. 4, the
lisional stabilization is clearly weakened in both speed a
strength. When the temperature is increased in Fig. 5,
first-order reactive processes are significantly faster, m
notably the thermally controlled decay of stabilized C3H4

which is clearly evident in the disappearance of the popu
tion density in the allene isomer at times greater that 1022 s.

C. The effect of the treatment of C 3H4\C3H3¿H

Given the crudeness of the original treatment of the p
pargyl formation channel, the agreement of the microsco
rate constants calculated from the room temperature rate
the C3H51H reaction and those calculated from the te
perature dependent rates calculated by Harding and Klipp

r
s

FIG. 4. The same as for Fig. 3, except modeling conditions of 1200 K
10 Torr and showing the allene isomer only.
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stein ~assuming only the propyne→propargyl reaction is ac
tive! is quite remarkable. The rate constants from the C3H5

1H reaction generally underestimate those derived from
Harding and Klippenstein results, but differ by only 27%
the worst case. The agreement is much better at lower e
gies. It is little surprise then that using the rate consta
derived from the results of Harding and Klippenstein~re-
stricted to the propyne→propargyl channel! has only a small
effect on the results. At medium to long times the populat
profiles for the C3H4 intermediates were generally slight
lower at long times than the populations calculated with
rate constants derived from C3H51H. The maximum ob-
served reduction in C3H4 population was around 40%
though the total population being small in this case ma
the large relative change insignificant. The propargyl prod
formation benefited from the increased rate constants wi
slight increase in population.

Splitting the propargyl formation reaction into contrib
tions from propyne and allene~derived from the recombina
tion rates of Harding and Klippenstein! did not significantly
alter the dynamics. The effect was slightly larger in mag
tude than the shift from the rate constants derived fr
C3H51H. No changes to the timing of the significant fe
tures of the calculated population were evident.

V. PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW METHODS

A. Mixed propagation

Presented in Table I are timing results of the mix
propagation version of the integration withLSODA. The table
shows the amount of CPU time required to integrate
population profiles of the test problem under a range of c
ditions and demonstrates that the mixed propagation me
suffers from severe inconsistencies in performance. W
some conditions yield a fast solution~notably low pressure
and moderately low temperatures!, others require an ex
tremely large computational effort to solve the relative
small test problem. Note that theLU factorization of I
2gD was used as the faster Cholesky factorization bre
down when modeling the system below 900 K.

FIG. 5. The same as for Fig. 4, except modeling conditions of 1600 K
1000 Torr.
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Some of the times presented in Table I compare fav
ably with the times from Paper II31 for the standardLSODA

integration with dense inversion of the full Jacobian, whi
are shown in brackets under the corresponding mixed pro
gation time. However, under several sets of conditions
comparison is extremely poor. Low temperature~300 K! and
high temperature, high pressure~1600 K and 2000 K, 1000
Torr! cases took an unacceptably large amount of CPU t
to compute the solution; so large that even with perfect lin
scaling the mixed propagation method could not comp
with standardO(n3) methods until the systems being solve
were hundreds if not thousands of times larger than the
used in this work.

Further analysis suggests that the failure of the met
lies in the number of iterations required to converge
Newton’s method root-finding operation~the high tempera-
ture case!, or failure of the root-finding altogether~the low
temperature case!. The success of the numerical integratio
with the LSODA routine and direct system solve with the fu
matrix I 2gB suggests that under many of the conditio
modeled here (I 2gD)21 is an insufficiently accurate ap
proximation to (I 2gB)21 for the implementation of New-
ton’s method inLSODA.

Despite the banded arrowhead nature of the diffus
approximation matrix, the scalability of the mixed propag
tion method is not well established. While theO(np2) scal-
ing of the LU factorization of the diffusion approximation
matrix appears to compare well to theO(n3) scaling of the
dense matrix factorization, one must recall that in the mu
well case with an average ofm̃ grains per well,np25m̃p3.
Therefore for systems with the same average well depth b
the dense factorization and the banded arrowhead facto
tion exhibit identical scaling with the number of isome
being modeled:O(p3). Having said that, the full matrix-
vector multiply routine is more time consuming per call th
the banded arrowhead matrix factorization providedm̃.2p
and is called more times than the factorization routine. In
present case theO(p) full matrix-vector multiply consumes
a significantly greater amount of the total CPU time. Ho
the method scales in practice has not been tested in the
rent work.

B. Iterative inversion of IÀgB

It was quickly discovered that in its pure form th
GMRES algorithm performed very poorly for the syste
solves required byLSODA. A very large number of iterations

TABLE I. Approximate CPU time~CPU seconds! to integrate an initial
population tot51 s. LSODA integrator using the diffusion approximatio
matrix as the ODE Jacobian~mixed propagation!. For comparison the cor-
responding times to perform theLSODA integration using the standard dens
inversion of the full Jacobian, from Paper II~Ref. 31!, are shown in brack-
ets. Intel Pentium 4 1.9 GHz CPU.

300 K 600 K 900 K 1200 K 1600 K 2000 K

1 Torr 8500 8.6 65 120 320 860
~54! ~60! ~66! ~65! ~72! ~78!

1000 Torr .106 40 380 180 17000 23000
~48! ~50! ~51! ~59! ~62! ~57!

d
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~and hence matrix-vector product formations! were required
to converge the solution, even with very loose converge
criteria.

Using the banded arrowhead matrixI 2gD as a precon-
ditioning matrix for the GMRES method applied to the sy
tem of Eq. ~15! was found to be very successful. Conve
gence of the solution vectorz could be achieved in all case
with less than 500 matrix-vector multiples.

The preconditioned GMRES solution of Eq.~15! within
the integration withLSODA leads to a fast solution method
This is demonstrated in Fig. 6, which shows the CPU ti
required to integrate the initial methylene population fro
initiation at t50 to t51 s. The solid line shows the CPU
times for the standardLSODA integration, from Paper II.31

The three dashed lines show the CPU times for theLSODA

integration with the standardO(n3) direct factorization and
solution replaced with the preconditioned GMRES iterat
for three different values of the GMRES error tolerance
rameter, which controls convergence of the solution to
~15!. For the preconditioning step, the diffusion approxim
tion matrix was again inverted using theLU factorization.

The failure of the application of Newton’s method with
LSODA in the presence of an inaccurate (I 2gB)21 as the
temperature of the modeled system decreases is evide
Fig. 6. When the error tolerance of the GMRES algorith
was set to 1025, the integration step size could not keep
with the magnitude of the integration time—similar to th
nonstiff integration case—at temperatures of 600 and 300
Correspondingly the CPU times required for the integrat
increased dramatically, to around 150 and 30000 s, res
tively. With an error tolerance of 10210 the 600 K case was
integrated well with a low execution time, while the 300
case required 1000 s of CPU time to complete the integ
tion. The sudden failure of the method is indicated by
lines connecting the data points in Fig. 6 going rapidly
the scale of the plot as the temperature decreases. Tha
low temperature failure is caused by an inaccurate solu
of the system involvingI 2gB is clearly indicated by the
successful and fast integration at lower and lower temp
tures as the error tolerance is decreased, with a solution e

FIG. 6. CPU time required to integrate an initial methylene population
1000 Torr to t51 s using theLSODA integrator. (I 2gB)z5b solved by
direct factorization and solution and by diffusion approximation matrix p
conditioned GMRES with relative error tolerance 1025, 10210, and 10213.
Intel Pentium 4 1.9 GHz CPU.
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tolerance of 10213 giving a fast integration at 300 K. In the
1000 Torr data shown in Fig. 6 there is no indication
significantly increased execution time as the temperatur
increased, the other mode of failure evident when using
diffusion approximation matrix as the Jacobian~Table I!.

The timings presented in Fig. 6 may well lead one
conclude that except for obviously deviant low temperat
cases, decreasing the error tolerance parameter on the
conditioned GMRES algorithm leads to increased execu
time ~presumably through spending time converging t
GMRES solution to unneeded accuracy!. Examining execu-
tion times of the method over a wider range of mode
conditions~such as those represented in Table II! shows this
to be a simplistic conclusion. The relationship between
GMRES error tolerance parameter and the required C
time is complex, primarily as the CPU time is a trade-o
between spending time performing the system solve, req
ing more matrix-vector products to converge Newton
method and taking significantly more steps to maintain ac
racy in the integration. Not surprisingly, when the GMRE
solution is sufficiently accurate to allow Newton’s method
perform optimally and the integrator to continue to take
optimal step size under the modeled conditions, increas
the accuracy of the GMRES solution only wastes compu
tional effort and results in longer execution times. For t
test system results of Table II, a solution error tolerance
1025 is sufficient to give optimal step sizes and a low
execution time for temperatures of 1200 K or above at 1
Torr and for temperatures of 900 K or above at 1000 Torr.
lower temperatures or pressures the inaccuracies in the
culated GMRES solution leads to slower, less reliable c
vergence of Newton’s method with a corresponding incre
in the number of integration steps and execution time. T
two modes of failure observed for the diffusion approxim
tion matrix Jacobian case~extreme execution time for low
temperature and significantly increasing execution time
increasing temperature! are evident, though the ‘‘low tem
perature catastrophe’’ only appears to effect the higher p
sure cases.

t

-

TABLE II. Approximate CPU time~CPU seconds! to integrate an initial
population tot51 s. LSODA integrator using the diffusion approximatio
matrix preconditioned GMRES iteration to solve (I 2gB)z5b. The execu-
tion time is shown for the GMRES convergence parameter set to 1025 and
10213 for each pressure and temperature, as well as the corresponding
for the standardLSODA integration with dense inversion of the full Jacobia
@from Paper II~Ref. 31!, shown in brackets#. Intel Pentium 4 1.9 GHz CPU.

tol 300 K 600 K 900 K 1200 K 1600 K 2000 K

1 Torr 1025 42 77 93 107 160 232
10213 13 17 23 22 22 28

~54! ~60! ~66! ~65! ~72! ~78!
10 Torr 1025 340 510 370 320 350 510

10213 17 24 31 27 33 32
~72! ~69! ~60! ~72! ~57! ~70!

100 Torr 1025 3200 1500 47 30 33 32
10213 25 36 33 33 60 37

~62! ~76! ~56! ~61! ~56! ~62!
1000 Torr 1025 29000 150 22 17 29 26

10213 30 33 40 31 50 44
~48! ~50! ~51! ~59! ~62! ~57!
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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A GMRES solution error tolerance of 10213 appears to
be sufficient to allow the integrator to perform optimal
under all the conditions studied. In all cases the integra
coupled with preconditioned GMRES iteration was sign
cantly faster than the standard integrator using a dense
torization, even for this small problem.

Theoretically, the exact scaling of the precondition
GMRES method is slightly ambiguous. The ambiguity is e
acerbated to an extent by the added iterative step of
GMRES method, whose convergence properties may cha
with the modeled system. The interplay between the sca
of the matrix-vector product formation and the factorizati
of the banded arrowhead diffusion approximation matrix
more straightforward than for the mixed propagation meth
presented above. The banded arrowhead matrix is factor
at most once for every application of the GMRES method
a linear system solve, whereas for every iteration of GMR
the full matrix-vector product is performed many times
typically between 20 and 400 times per linear system so
Despite scaling with the cube of the number of isomers,
factorization step takes less computational effort than
matrix-vector multiply until one goes to a very large numb
of isomers. So the formation of the matrix-vector multip
will dominate the computational effort. The variation of th
required number of Newton’s method and integration st
with the system and conditions being modeled withstand
using the preconditioned GMRES iteration in place of a
rect factorization and solve for the Newton’s method ite
tion within the stiff integration scales the same as the mat
vector product—approximately linearly with the number
isomers.

This near linear scaling is achieved in practice, as de
onstrated in Fig. 7. The size of the system was altered
creating fictitious systems based on the C3H4 system re-
ported above. Allene was dropped from the system to giv
two isomer system, while dropping allene and propyne g
a single isomer fed by the bimolecular methylene reacti
Replicating the three C3H4 wells with the second set of well
fed from a repeated cyclopropene
allene reaction gave a
six isomer system, while further repetition gave nine a

FIG. 7. Scalability ofLSODA integration reported as CPU time required
integrate an initial methylene population at 1200 K and 1000 Torr tt
51 s for fictitious systems of various sizes. Timings shown for the diffus
approximation preconditioned GMRES method of this work and the s
dard factorize and solve method. An indicative true linear dependenc
also shown. Intel Pentium 4 1.9 GHz CPU.
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twelve isomer systems. These six fictitious systems w
modeled at 1200 K and 1000 Torr from initiation with
purely methylene population tot51 s. The total CPU times
shown in Fig. 7 include matrix construction and other ov
head. The dominance of the linear scaling of the matr
vector product with the number of isomers is clearly evide
for the LSODA integration using the preconditioned GMRE
method. While it is not quite as clear in Fig. 7 as the line
scaling of the new preconditioned GMRES-based meth
the original standard dense solve timings also shown exh
the expectedO(n3) scaling.

VI. SUMMARY

While strictly speaking this paper presents two ne
methods, the mixed propagation method was only partia
successful making the preconditioned GMRES solut
within stiff integration the main method presented. To rec
this method can be described as follows:

~1! Call the stiff integration routine according to the norm
procedure and providing a matrix-vector multiply th
utilizes the structure of the ME matrix to give a fa
result.

~2! When (I 2gB)21b @the solution to Eq.~15!# is required
by the integration routine, formI 2gD permuted to the
banded arrowhead form and factorize~assuming that the
requiredg is not equal to theg used in the previous
factorization, if any! before calling the GMRES routine
passing the structured matrix-vector multiply routine.

~3! When the GMRES routine requests preconditioning a
provides a right hand side vectorg, use the factorizedI
2gD to provide the preconditioning by returning (I
2gD)21g. First permuteg into the ordering that gives
rise to the banded arrowhead form ofD then perform the
forward and back substitution with the arrowhead fact
of I 2gD and reverse the permutation to give the res
in the original ordering of the energy grains.

~4! Once the GMRES algorithm has converged the solut
to Eq. ~15! sufficiently, pass the solution back to th
integration routine to continue the propagation.

The preconditioning by the diffusion approximation m
trix is essential to enable a fast, accurate solution to Eq.~15!
to replace the nonscalable standard dense methods.

There are several possible algorithmic improveme
that can be made if the GMRES solution is more tigh
integrated into theLSODA integration algorithm. The mos
obvious is varying the GMRES error tolerance paramete
the integration progresses, depending on how well the in
gration algorithm appears to be handling the modeled beh
ior. Less computational effort would then be wasted in p
viding high quality solutions to Eq.~15! when a more
approximate solution would suffice. Another possibility is
tweak the decision making process of the algorithm,
choosing between stiff and nonstiff integration is done on
basis of estimates of the computational effort required
each method.49 A more realistic estimate of the effort re
quired to solve Eq.~15! would result in better method chang
ing choices, presumably leading to a lower execution tim

-
is
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Downloaded 09 Ma
TABLE III. Scalability of operations on a multi-well ME matrix describing a system ofp isomers comprising

an average ofm̃ grains per well, withq interconversion channels open with an average ofk̃ nonzero micro-
scopic rate constants per channel.

Computational effort Core storage

Direct diagonalization O(n3) O(n2)
Dense inversion O(n3) O(n2)
Matrix-vector multiply, full ME pm̃212qk̃: O(pm̃2) pm̃2/21qk̃: O(pm̃2)a

Matrix-vector multiply, diffusion approximation 3pm̃12qk̃: O(pm̃) 2pm̃1qk̃: O(n)a

Inversion of diffusion approximation matrix O(np2)5O(p3m̃) (2p11)n: O(p2m̃)

aStorage required only if matrix elements are formed explicitly.
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These options were not explored in the current work, req
ing a much greater modification of theLSODA code than the
current simple replacement of routines.

The importance of an algorithm to solve the ME at
near linear scaling with the system size cannot be overst
in the context of solving large problems. CurrentO(n3) al-
gorithms cannot be used effectively~if at all! when dealing
with 2-D, multi-well or even 2-D multi-well MEs discretized
over tens of thousands of points. The method presented
of combining stiff integration, GMRES iterative solution o
the required linear system and fast preconditioning with
diffusion approximation ME matrix to provide a fast, robu
and linearly scalable method is a very significant step tow
solving large ME problems.
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APPENDIX: SCALABILITY OF AVAILABLE
ALGORITHM COMPONENTS

In this work we use ‘‘Big-O’’ notation to talk about sca
ability. An example of Big-O notation for cubic scaling
O(n3). A quantityg(n), in this case the CPU time or com
putational effort required to solve a problem of sizen, being
O„f (n)… implies that there exists constantsC andN so that

ug~n!u<Cu f ~n!u, ~A1!

for all n.N, and f (n) is the ‘‘least’’ such function. That is
terms in f (n) dominate at largen. While there are no hard
and fast rules as to what can be termed scalable, in this w
we take anything significantly better thanO(n3) to be a rea-
sonably scalable algorithm.

An analysis of the scalability of operations involved
ME solution algorithms is essential, as for a method to
scalable it must be built from scalable components. Appro
mate measures are inherent in the Big-O notation used in
article. For that reason we work within the approximati
that the number of energy grains in each isomeric wel
constant across the system. This approximation simplifies
analysis as we no longer need to distinguish between
r 2010 to 150.203.243.38. Redistribution subject to AI
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mean number of energy grains per well~here denotedm̃) and
the root-mean-square average of the number of energy gr
per well.

Table III indicates how some of the available operatio
scale with the number of isomers being modeled,p, and the
average number of energy grains per well,m̃. The order of
the scaling given in Table III assumes several reasona
relations, such as only a limited number of the interconv
sion channels being open so thatq is significantly less than
the maximump(p21), andk̃'m̃/2.

Standard dense diagonalization and inversion scale b
@O(n3)# and require the explicit formation of the entire m
trix in core memory. The primary aim of this work is t
develop a robust and fast ME solution methodology t
avoids these two operations, built from the three remain
operations listed in Table III.

The matrix-vector multiply is a scalable component fro
which to build a scalable method, whether using the full M
matrix or the diffusion approximation matrix. A potentia
limiting factor is removed by only using the matrix-vecto
product, in that the matrix elements need not be stored
core memory. Rather, the matrix elements can be constru
on the fly to yield a low storage algorithm.

In principle the nonzero elements of the diffusion a
proximation matrix can be stored in approximately half th
given by the expression in Table III in the final entry, b
such a storage scheme does not allow the factorization t
performed easily and is not recommended. Including line
ized bimolecular reactions changes the banded matrix ari
from the diffusion approximation to a banded arrowhead m
trix, with nonzero rows and columns added to the bottom a
right of the banded matrix. The factorization of such an
rowhead matrix does not lead to fill-in outside of the arro
head structure so that linearized bimolecular channels do
alter the basic scaling of solving linear systems involving
diffusion approximation ME.6,7
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